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Hold on to your seats folks, this is goona' be a bumpy ride! Finally, someone has lifted the veil of secrecy

and is ready to blow the lid off what the so-called experts don't want YOU to know! What Dr. Alan Hamill

teaches you in How To Build Your Own PC will rock the world of the so-called "expert PC builder" and

change the Internet experience as you now know it. In his words, "there is no such thing as an expert

when it comes to building a PC. The expertise is with the people who develop the electronic components

and software that make the PC work." He goes on to say that all of those things are "ready-made" and all

YOU have to do is learn what goes where. You don't have to: * Know how a CPU works * Require long

explanations about digital signals * Learn about video imagery * Study the workings of the analog to

digital converter Simply put, you don't have to know HOW it works to build a PC. All you need are simple

step-by-step instructions about how to put it together. Hey, parts is parts. . .and you don't need someone

confusing you with techno-babble in order to con you into buying more expensive components than what

you actually need. How To Build Your Own PC will teach you step-by-simple-step, using easy to

understand instructions and illustrations, exactly what components you need and how to assemble them.

This book absolutely de-mystifies the process. Anybody who can follow simple directions can literally

save themselves thousands of dollars on all their computer needs. The glossary even breaks down all the

geek speak into simple terms. Not only will you learn what components to buy, as a special bonus, Dr.

Hamill has given you the "secret source" for buying those components that the so-called experts use.

That resource alone is worth much more than the price of this valuable resource. What are you waiting

for? Get the knowledge necessary to buy the right parts, build your own PC and become your own expert

today! P.S. Do not order this book if you are looking for some deep technical manual to wade through.

You won't find that here. What you will find are all the tools necessary to become your own expert. You've

got little to lose and a whole lot to gain. Order now! Tags: cpu
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